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‘It doesn’t represent me’ Terence
Davis

arrested
KENNETH NIEMEYER
thedmnews@gmail.com

MORGAN O’NEAL / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Charles “Mohawk” Smith is a Gulf War veteran who has been protesting the Confederate statue on the Square.

MORGAN O’NEAL

thedmnews@gmail.com

Amid the bustle of a football
game weekend, a crowd gathered last Saturday in front of the
Confederate monument on the
Square, many of them carrying signs with quotes like “Love
your neighbor, move the statue,”
and “Make Oxford welcoming
for all.”
Mayor Robyn Tannehill announced on Oct. 20 that the
Board of Aldermen will not entertain a conversation about
whether the land under the
monument belongs to the city or
the county, except in the event

Charles Smith, a 63-year-old veteran,
has protested the Courthouse
Confederate monument for weeks
the Board of Supervisors reconsiders its decision not to discuss
the issue.
However, protests and social media activism efforts have
persisted. At Saturday’s protest,
63-year-old Gulf War veteran
Charles Smith, who only goes by
his nickname “Mohawk,” wore
his army uniform. From his
wheelchair, he waved an Amer-

ican flag.
By the time Election Day arrives he will have spent at least
two hours each day over a threeweek period protesting the monument.
“I was born under (the monument), and I pray to God I don’t
die under it, because it doesn’t
represent me,” Mohawk said. “I
went to war for America, and I

have to come back home and live
under this statue?”
Mohawk was born in Lafayette County. His father became
Lafayette County’s first Black
law enforcement officer in 1968,
and his mother worked for the
University of Mississippi for 45
years, he said.
After graduating from Ole
Miss with a degree in criminal
justice, Mohawk said he became a second-generation law
enforcement officer, serving as
a Lafayette County deputy until
2015.
“I didn’t retire. This disability put me in a chair in 2015,”

SEE MONUMENT PAGE 12

Former Ole Miss basketball
player Terence Davis was
arrested in New York City on
Tuesday night and charged with
assaulting a woman and criminal
mischief, according to police.
A
criminal
complaint
from the New York District
Attorney’s
office
saidsays
Davis is facingfaces seven
charges, including harassment,
endangering the welfare of a
child, criminal mischief and two
counts of assault. According to
the complaint, the woman’s son
was standing next to her when
Davis struck her, causing him to
fall.
The woman told police
that she went to see Davis,
her boyfriend, on Tuesday
night. After the two got into
a verbal dispute, Davis hit
her in the face, injuring her
eye, then grabbed her phone
and broke its screen, a police
spokesperson said.
Davis’ defense attorney,
Greg Esposito said Davis denies
the charges. Davis was released
and his next court appearance
is scheduled for Dec. 11.
Davis is currently a shooting
guard for the Toronto Raptors.
The Raptors said they were
aware of the charges and were
gathering more information.
Davis
played
college
basketball at UM before going
undrafted in the 2019 NBA
draft. He averaged 7.5 points
per game for the Raptors last
season and was named to the
league’s All-Rookie Second
Team.

Paying with pennies
SEC fines Lane Kiffin for critical social media post
KELBY ZENDEJAS

thedmsports@gmail.com

FILE PHOTO COURTESTY: JOSHUA MCCOY / OLE MISS ATHLETICS

Lane Kiffin said he plans to pay his fine back to the SEC with 2.5
million pennies.

The
Southeastern
Conference
(SEC)
fined
UM head coach Lane Kiffin
$25,000 on Monday for his
critical retweets regarding
a controversial kickoff play
during the 35-28 loss to
Auburn last weekend.
Officials
released
a
statement that admitted
to the mistake of not fully

reviewing
the
kickoff
return that seemed to touch
Auburn’s return man Shaun
Shivers before falling into
the endzone where Ole
Miss’s Tylan Knight fell on
top of it. The Rebels led the
Tigers 28-27 at the time of
the controversial kickoff,
and the touchdown would
have put the Rebels in the
perfect place to win the game
with 5:43 minutes left in the
game.

“The SEC Office conducted
a review of the play and
appropriately communicated
its findings above to Ole Miss
head football coach Lane
Kiffin and other athletics
department personnel per
conference protocol,” the
statement said. “However,
Mr. Kiffin’s use of social
media Saturday following
the game to publicly criticize

SEE PENNIES PAGE 4
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Elections, politics cause stress for students
MADDY QUON

thedmnews@gmail.com

As the 2020 election has grown
nearer, students have become
overstressed about the modern
political climate and the possible
implications of the election results
to the point where it is negatively
affecting their mental health.
According to a study conducted by Kevin Smith and John Hibbing of the University of Nebraska and Matthew Hibbing of the
University of California-Merced,
politics are a source of stress for
38% of Americans, with 18.3% of
Americans saying they have lost
sleep over politics.
“The major takeaway from
this is that if our numbers are
really anywhere in the ballpark,
there are tens of millions of Americans who see politics as exacting
a toll on their social, psychological, emotional and even physical
health,” Smith, the lead author of
the study, said.
Paul Gionfriddo, the president
and CEO of Mental Health America — a nonprofit that is dedicated
to addressing the needs of those
with mental illnesses — said the
organization has seen an increase
in its mental health screening participation. Since the nonprofit’s
launch in 2014, about one million
people have taken screenings each
year, but this year, over 1.5 million people have already taken the
screening, with roughly 10,000
people taking it per day.
“We’re getting about a third of
(screening testers) who attribute
their own mental health condition
to current events, and that’s significant because these are people
who are screening at moderate
to severe for anxiety and depression,” Gionfriddo said.
Gionfriddo said that given the
statistics on the screenings, people between the ages of 11 and 24
are feeling the impacts of politics
and current events affecting their
mental health the most. He said
that in this case with the election
nearing, something students can
do to help their mental health is
control what they can.
“There’s one time we have
control, and that’s when we decide
to go into the voting booth and
choose who we want next,” Gionfriddo said. “Vote and just exercise

ILLUSTRATION: KATHERINE BUTLER / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
PHOTOS COURTESY: GAGE SKIDMORE, THE WHITE HOUSE, CORY DOCTOROW AND ANTHONY QUINTANO VIA FLICKR

the power that you have during
the political process because that
in and of itself can just help students to feel a little better.”
Livie Ruhl and Lydia Cates,
co-directors of UM’s mental
health organization Active Minds,
were originally planning on having their Movies for Mental Health
event the week of the election, but

“I hate to say it, but
I feel like my brain and
heart can only handle
two or three heavy
subject matters at a
time to be passionate
about, and right now
there are so many
different issues that need
our engagement and
commitment.”

-Laura-Martin Levensailor
Junior French major

then they decided to save it for the
week after.
“Lydia and I spoke about just
sending out some good mental health reminders like how to

take care of anxious or depressive
thoughts during election week,”
Ruhl said. “During that week, we
will have our committees set up,
so hopefully we will be getting daily content out by that time.”
Ruhl, who is a political science
major, said she understands that
keeping up with politics is a mentally draining activity, and she is
feeling the stress.
“In this day and age, (politics are) impossible to ignore. I
personally think it’s a luxury and
privilege to be able to ‘ignore’ politics,” Ruhl said. “It’s something I
have to deal with a lot, and a lot of
times, I just have to put my phone
away for the night and have a selfcare night.”
Laura-Martin Levensailor, a
junior French major, said that politics are a very heavy topic for her,
and she considers it overwhelming to stay up to date with all the
current events.
“I hate to say it, but I feel like
my brain and heart can only handle two or three heavy subject
matters at a time to be passionate
about, and right now there are so
many different issues that need
our engagement and commitment,” Levensailor said. “With
Black Lives Matter, COVID-19,
the upcoming election, immigration issues, women’s rights and
so much more running through

DOMINO’S DOMINO’S
WEST & EAST - NEW
OLE MISS LOCATION!
CAMPUS OPEN NOW!
1603 WEST JACKSON AVENUE

1920 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
NEXT TO LARSON’S CASH SAVER

662.236.3030 662.236.3844

SUN-WED 10:30 AM-2 AM
OPEN LATE! THURS-SAT
10:30 AM-3 AM

my brain all the time, life becomes
heavy and can often feel hopeless.”
Levensailor said that because
of the political climate and all the
political issues, she feels that it is
hard to talk about personal struggles since other people have worse
issues to deal with than her.
“Who am I to talk about academic stress when people are
dying or going homeless because
of COVID-19?” Levensailor said.
“Obviously, I matter, too, but I am
very privileged, so it is hard to nav-

igate that space.”
Ruhl said that although she’s
not a professional, she does have
advice for students who are feeling
particularly stressed or are struggling with maintaining mental
health.
“There are so many things people can try to do to improve their
mental health, but I always start
with therapy ... Being able to go
and talk to someone that is completely unbiased in your life is so
refreshing,” Ruhl said. “There are
a few things I would recommend
to anyone looking to improve their
mental health without therapy. I
personally find sticking to a schedule to be a very integral part of my
days. Waking up and making a
plan for the day helps me so much.”
Gionfriddo said that something students can do for their
mental health is find activities that
comfort them and don’t put too
much pressure on them.
“Do things that give you joy and
comfort,” Gionfriddo said. “Double
down on the things that make you
feel best about yourself and best
about any circumstances you happen to be living in.”
Gionfriddo said that something
people can do for themselves is
speak up, share their worries and
find other people to share theirs.
“When people start sharing
their anxieties and hear somebody
else telling their story, they tend to
be more willing to tell their own,
and people can find peers that way
to get support,” Gionfriddo said.

NOW DRIVERS
HIRING

38058

Earn $12-$18 per hour
Apply in person – 1603 W Jackson Ave
or 1920 University Ave
or online at jobs.dominos.com

Visit campusrec.olemiss.edu for updates on the spring intramural sports schedule

Turner Center Room 212
imsc@olemiss.edu
662.915.5573
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Professor talks nature,
education and inclusion
WILL CARPENTER

thedmnews@gmail.com

On Tuesday, Mississippi Today hosted a conversation with
former Grisham writer-in-residence and current UM English
professor Aimee Nezhukumatathil in the third installment of its
Mississippi Writers on Mississippi Politics series.
Brittany Brown, a graduate
student in the Southern studies
program and Mississippi Today
reporting fellow, focused her
discussion on the importance of
diversity in a politically divided
Mississippi.
Nezhukumatathil has a passion for nature, education and inclusion. She loves her family and
is proud of her Asian American
heritage, but she said she struggles with raising a family in a racially charged time.
She held back tears when remembering a moment from 2016
when she stood with her sons
watching cardinals. While explaining to her children that the
males have bright red feathers
and the females are brown, her
oldest son made a connection. He
said he was glad that his mother
was a brown cardinal so that she

could be camouflaged.
“A six and a nine-year-old
were putting those things together. That rhetoric was never a
part of our lives until the monster
who’s in office was running,” Nezhukumatathil said. “That’s a six
and a nine-year-old who, in their
own kid way, were saying they’re
glad their mommy is brown because I could hide if I needed to.”
Her children are 10 and 13
now and have friends of diverse
backgrounds in their local school
system. Their friend groups diversify as they continue to grow, but
having leaders that disparage minority groups can affect progress
younger generations are making,
Nezhukumatathil said.
“They’re watching. They’re
observing,” she said. “To me, it’s
such a shame because when you
go in and actually work with kids,
you see how full of love and curiosity they are, and they’re watching grown-ups mess it all up.”
Her perspective comes from a
place of hope for the future, a belief that good people will prevail.
Originally from the northern
United States, Nezhukumatathil has fallen in love with Mississippi and its people since she

first moved in 2016. She said the
beauty of the state has inspired
her work and led her to draw connections between nature and the
need for love and acceptance.
One inspiration came in the
form of the largest catalpa tree in
the state of Mississippi. It grows
on the university campus, dwarfing students passing by the student union.
It took Nezhukumatathil leaving her home state, where the catalpa is abundant, to see the tree
from a new perspective and truly
recognize it for the first time. She
said it worked as a beacon, something familiar calling her back
home.
“I thought that was a good
kind of metaphor for so many
things, right?” Nezhukumatathil
said. “You think you know a tree,
you think you know a state and
then you can look upon it with
fresh eyes and see how vibrant it
is, how it’s full of art and beautiful,
good-hearted people.”
This love for nature began
when she was a student. Keeping
her head down and working hard
as an honors student, she remembered the times she felt voiceless.
While Nezhukumatathil said

FILE PHOTO: CHRISTIAN JOHNSON / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Aimee Nezhukumatathil spoke in the third installment of the
Mississippi Writers on Mississippi Politics series.
she is grateful to have learned so
much from that time, she saw a
lack of diversity among the great
nature writers. Now, she said, it’s
time to let more diverse voices
have a seat at the table.
She emphasized the need for
diversity among college students
today.
“When I look at social (media)
pictures, or who they hang out
with or who they have dinners
with and I don’t see anybody with
skin my color, their actions speak
louder than words,” she said. “If
you don’t have someone who’s
different than you in your circle
of friends, in the people who are
supposed to be giving you advice,

that speaks louder than any sort of
statement that you could possibly
be making.”
Nezhukumatathil does not lecture kindness to her classes, but
by the end of the semester, she
said she has seen students become
more inclusive, more accepting.
Though there may be political differences among them, kindness
reigns. She hopes the same for
Mississippi.
“It’s the people, it’s the landscape, and I know we can be better,” she said. “I want ultimately,
Mississippi to be a stand in for the
word ‘love’ and I think we could
do it. I know we can do it.”

NAACP to focus on Black mental health at UM
HADLEY HITSON

dmmanaging@gmail.com

Typically, college chapters of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) focus their efforts on
promoting social justice protests,
advocating for voter registration
and educating students to protect against voter suppression.
While this year’s leaders of the
University of Mississippi NAACP
chapter agree that these efforts
are important, president Demetrius Harris and vice president
Savannah Avery want to bring a
new focus to the university’s Black
community: mental health.
“I feel like we always work on
things like prison reform and big
stuff like that, but we don’t really
focus on the Black community
as individuals, like their mental
and physical health,” Avery said.

“(Mental health) is something
that’s very thrown under the table
with the Black community, and I
feel like when kids get to college,
they realize how emotional they
are, and they don’t really know
how to deal with their emotions
because the Black community
doesn’t show us how to do that as
we’re growing up.”

ILLUSTRATION: CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL

In her time at the university, Harris said she has seen great
advancements and events come
from previous NAACP leadership,
but she has not seen the education
on mental and physical health that
she thinks UM needs.
“We are living in some very
traumatizing times. We see the
Black Lives Matter thing going on.

S. Gale denley
student media center
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We’re also dealing with the pandemic that we are in, and we can’t
catch a break, personally, and the
Black community as a whole nationwide,” Harris said.
Since June, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
reported that 40% of U.S. adults
said they were struggling with
mental health or substance abuse.
The CDC report also stated that
younger adults and racial and
ethnic minorities reported having
experienced disproportionately
worse mental health outcomes,
increased substance use and elevated suicidal ideation as compared to other demographics.
These statistics made Harris and Avery realize that mental
health was one of the most important issues that their organization could focus on this year. The
NAACP will host virtual health
events every day next week, Nov.

thedmsports@gmail.com

thedmphotos@gmail.com

thedmopinion@gmail.com

thedmvisuals@gmail.com

thedmdesign@gmail.com
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2-6, to promote these efforts and
start trying to expand the way people think of the UM chapter of the
NAACP.
“We’re trying to really redevelop and expand (our organization)
to make it more memorable for
our chapter,” Avery said. “That’s
something we’re trying to implement this year is get a name for
ourselves and let them know that
we’re here for y’all, and we’re really trying to carry out this mission
in a way that does everything possible for this chapter.”
From hosting political education events with the Black Student
Union to expanding the organization’s views on mental health
by partnering with UM’s Mental
Health Matters, Harris and Avery
said they plan to hold on to the
core values of the NAACP while
making room for growth in the organization.
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continued from page 1
officiating is in violation
of Conference Bylaws and
Commissioner’s Regulations
that govern sportsmanship
and communication with
the Conference Office on
officiating issues.”
Kiffin is being fined for
retweeting a tweet made
by Breck Jones that said,
“Y’all are a disgrace @SEC
your officiating is absolutely
atrocious. @SECOfficiating
If y’all want to keep gifting
Auburn wins, just say it.”
Kiffin said he did not
retweet the tweet for the
comments made about the
officiators, but for the replay

video that accompanied it.
The response from Kiffin is
getting much attention after
he jokingly retweeted another
tweet that jokes about the SEC
admitting it was wrong but
still fining the coach $25,000.
Kiffin has taken to Twitter
throughout the week to
continue joking about the
fine. He has joked that his
son Knox is worried about his
college fund. In addition to
these, Kiffin has alluded that
he will pay the fine solely with
pennies.
$25,000 equals 2.5 million
pennies.
Since the announcement
of the fine and Kiffin’s jokes,
many fans in Oxford and
beyond have begun collecting
pennies to help with Kiffin’s
fine

BILLY SCHUERMAN / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Kiffin was fined for violating an SEC bylaw that states institutional personnel cannot criticize officials.

When:
November 2-7,
November 9-13
November 16, 1 7

Where:
OLE MISS STUDENT UNION,
3 RD FLOOR LOBBY HALLWAY

Schedule your appointment
at www.ouryear.com (school code 141)
Questions? 1-800-OUR-YEAR (687-9327) during
normal business hours.
IMPORTANT NOTE: SENIORS (Class of 2021) only, and only
seniors with appointments. NO DROP-INS ALLOWED THIS YEAR.
CDC-recommended guidelines will be followed:
No-touch posing and
social distancing
will be implemented.
Photographers and
assistants will not make
physical contact and will
keep 6ft distance from
subjects, customers &
employees. All work areas
will be cleaned after each
sitting and all clothing
(studio-provided attire)
will be steam cleaned
between each subject.
All photographers and
assistants will be wearing
face masks at all times.

START YOUR
MORNING OFF
RIGHT WITH
THE DM

Cross country teams to
compete in SEC Championship
RUBY DRAAYER

thedmsports@gmail.com

The men’s and women’s
cross country teams will head
down to Baton Rouge, La. to
compete in the SEC Championship on Friday, and the Ole
Miss teams feel well positioned
to take home wins.
The teams have been successful this season so far and
are looking forward to competing this weekend. Junior Mario
Garcia Romo has led the men’s
team this fall, and senior Anna
Elkin has taken on that role for
the women’s team. At the UAB
Blazer classic on Oct. 16, Elkin
finished first for the Rebels, and
Garcia Romo finished second in
the men’s race.
There have been no guarantees this season, and head coach
Ryan Vanhoy said he feels very
lucky to be able to compete.
“We feel very lucky and very
fortunate to have the chance to
compete for a conference championship this season,” Van-

ILLUSTRATION: KATHERINE BUTLER.
PHOTO COURTESY: OLE MISS ATHLETICS.

hoy said in a press conference.
“Obviously, a few months ago
I think it was much less clear
that this moment would even
be coming together for anyone
in the conference. Just to have
the ability to line up and race
and end our season here with
a chance to win an SEC Championship is just something that
we’re very grateful for.”

The men’s team has won
the championship for the last
two years, while the women’s
team placed second to the Arkansas Razorbacks last year and
matched the best finish in program history. It will be a battle
for the title, but the Ole Miss
teams feel well positioned to
come out on top.
The race is set for Oct. 30 at
9:05 a.m. in Baton Rouge, La.

PROUD PARTNER
with OLE MISS DINING

Sun.-Wed. 10:30am-Midnight, Thurs.-Sat. 10:30am-2:00am
28384
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2020 Fall
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Flatts at South Campus
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Lexington Pointe
2000 Lexington Pointe Drive
833.826.6902
liveatlexingtonpointeapts.com
• Sparkling Swimming Pool
• Tennis Court
• Fitness Center
• Tanning Salon
• Public Transportation
• On-Site Management
• High Speed Internet
• Business Center
• BBQ/Picnic Area
• Game Room with Billiards

• Outdoor Fireplace
• Outdoor Cabana
• Outdoor Shuffleboard,
Bocce Ball and
Horseshoes
• Covered Parking
• Furnished Corporate
Apartments Available
• Clubhouse
• On-Site Maintenance

Faulkner Flats
2998 Old Taylor Road
833.408.4472
liveatfaulknerflats.com

• On-Site Management
• On-Site Maintenance
• Business Center
• Public Transportation
• Resort Style Pool & Spa
• Premier 24/7 Fitness
and Tanning Facility
• Golf Simulator
• Clubhouse
• Walking Trail

• Gas Fire Pit
• Car Wash/Vacuum
• Study Room
• Cyber Lounge
• Two Verandas w/ BBQ Grills
• Pet Park
• Shuffleboard
• Furnished Corporate
Apartments Available
• Wellbeats: Virtual
Fitness Training

Cambridge Station
801 Frontage Road
833.609.6300
liveatcambridgestationapts.com
• State of the Art Fitness Facility
• Swimming Pool and Jacuzzi
• Pool Table
• Shuffle Board
• Clubhouse Hangout with
Full Kitchen
• Conference Room
• Volleyball Court
• Tanning Salon

• On-Site Management
• Two Study Labs with
Free Printing
• Game Room
• Cyber Cafe
• Furnished Corporate
Apartments Available
• Wellbeats: Virtual
Fitness Training
• On-Site Maintenance

38056
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REC CENTER
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GROVE

Steps Away From Campus &
South Campus Rec Center
VAUGHT-HEMINGWAY
STADIUM

BASEBALL
FIELD

Immediate Move-Ins Available
Walk To Campus Location
PEDESTRIAN
WALKWAY
1, 2, 3, & 4 Bedrooms
Swimming Pool
Outdoor Lounge & Fire Pits

FlattsAtSouthCampus.com

Furnished Options
Campus Transit Stop
Fitness & Cardio Center
Pet Friendly
Fully Renovated

900 WHIRLPOOL DRIVE | (662) 281-1335

Be one of the first 150 to sign by Nov 20th and get

early bird rates as low as $419!

Apply Now.
UCLUBTOWNHOMES.COM
Rates/installments, cap and date subject to change. Rates/installments do not represent a monthly rental amount (and are not prorated), but rather
the total base rent due for the lease term divided by the number of installments. Limited time only. See office for details.
38064
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Ole Miss to take on a depleted
Vanderbilt on Saturday

JAMES MINZESHEIMER

thedmsports@gmail.com

After coming off an incredibly
controversial 35-28 loss against
Auburn, Lane Kiffin and the Rebels will take on a depleted Vanderbilt team on Saturday.
Vanderbilt is not only coming off a bye week, but the Commodores did not play in week
four against Missouri because of
COVID-19 issues and not having
enough healthy scholarship play-

ers to field a team.
To get more insight into how
the Vanderbilt football team has
handled its COVID-19 outbreaks,
The Daily Mississippian spoke
with Vanderbilt Hustler sports editor Simon Gibbs.
What have your thoughts
been on the Vanderbilt season thus far?
“Everyone figured Vanderbilt
was going to struggle, and after
losing some huge talent on offense, it was clear there would be

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one business day in
advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds on
classified ads once published.
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or
questionable products or services.
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit: http://
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY DOMINO’S

NOW HIRING DRIVERS
at BOTH Oxford locations!
Make $12-$18 an hour!

Apply @ jobs.dominos.com OR in person!
Domino’s East 1920 University 662.236.3844
Domino’s West (Campus Store) 1603 W. Jackson Ave 662.236.3030
ACROSS
1- Encourage in
wrongdoing;
5- Trivial objection;
10- Canines;
14- Mother of Ares;
15- Cover story;
16- Skeptic’s scoff;
17- Acquire through
work;
18- Summarize;
19- Actress Singer;
20- Precursor to the
rifleman;
22- Conger catcher;
23- Before;
24- Sleep stage;
25- Soon;
29- Illness;
33- Clear the boards;
34- Intentions;
36- Rent-___;
37- Not neg.;
38- Journalist Pyle;
39- Falsehood;
40- Ratio words;
42- Hitch;
43- Tropical fruit;
45- Declares positively;
47- Left out;
49- Performed;
50- Body shop fig.;
51- Violently intense;

54- Not changed;
60- For one;
61- Tend;
62- Capital of Italy;
63- Course list?;
64- Gnu cousin;
65- Writer Bombeck;
66- NASA launch
vehicle;
67- Indian soldier in
British service;
68- Actress Cannon;
DOWN
1- Attention getter;
2- Bridges of
Hollywood;
3- Goes wrong;
4- Large ships;
5- Bloc;
6- Sheltered, nautically;
7- Immoral habit;
8- Girder type;
9- Guff;
10- Quandary;
11- Ancient Greek coin;
12- Richard of
“Chicago”;
13- Agitate;
21- Romain de Tirtoff,
familiarly;
22- Serpentine
swimmer;
24- Stand;
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25- Brown pigment;
26- ___ Perot;
27- Brewery kilns;
28- Tall tales;
29- Buddy;
30- Dazzling display;
31- Ingenuous;
32- Walk;
35- ___ fix;
38- Cornerstone abbr.;
41- Legendary king of
Thebes;
43- Essence;
44- Spoke;

46- Free;
48- Aria;
51- Hindu hero;
52- Parrot;
53- Mother Hubbard’s
quest;
54- River to the Ubangi;
55- Type of tide;
56- ___ extra cost;
57- Actor Calhoun;
58- Austen novel;
59- Faculty head;
61- Paris possessive;

a lot of new faces on the team. We
also hired new offensive and defensive coordinators this past offseason, so struggling was expected. Frankly, I did not expect them
to be this bad,” Gibbs said.
“Also, in games like the South
Carolina game, Vanderbilt was
dealing with low numbers (of
healthy players) due to COVID-19,
so that coupled with the initial
challenges this team had has led to
what we have seen.”
Thus far, the Commodores
have lost both games they have
played this season, while the Rebels have a record of 1-4.
What are the numbers on
the team looking like? Has
the team been practicing?
“As for numbers, it’s hard to
know what they look like right
now. When the game got canceled,
they were down to 47 to 50 scholarship players,” Gibbs said.
The SEC requires 53 scholarship players to dress in order to
play a game, which is why Vanderbilt was unable to play against
Missouri on Oct. 17. That game is
now tentatively rescheduled for
Dec. 12.
Gibbs said that the Commodores now have enough healthy
players able to dress and play this
weekend. “As for practice, they
resumed practice about two days
after the postponement because
once you get everyone contact
BILLY SCHUERMAN / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
traced, tested and then put in
quarantine, you’re ready to come Ole Miss will head to Nashville on Saturday to face Vanderbilt.
back,” Gibbs said.
Vanderbilt had to reschedule their previous game due to positive
“The team released a depth
chart, and it had some pretty key COVID-19 testing on the team.
absences from prior weeks. Our
starting punter is not listed on the thrown a ton of interceptions over game open really quickly.”
depth chart so I would assume he the past couple of games, but if he
Lastly, do you have a
is in isolation. Similarly, our sec- can find his footing it will be trou- score prediction or any othond and third-string quarterbacks ble for Vanderbilt.”
er predictions for Saturday’s
are both not listed on our depth
“With Vanderbilt, when it game?
chart.”
comes to allowing points, when it
“Being realistic, I don’t think
What matchup concerns rains it pours. Against South Car- this will be a close one,” Gibbs
do you have for Vanderbilt olina, they let up 10 points in the said. “For a score, I am going with
against Ole Miss?
first half, and then in rapid suc- 35-10, Ole Miss. My one other pre“Our secondary is incredibly cession, South Carolina scored diction is one that I can guaranvulnerable. It is really bad now as a couple of touchdowns and the tee knowing this program, which
they are shorthanded, and have game got away from Vandy very is not at full strength but from
been struggling with that all sea- quickly. So, if the passing game for this new depth chart looks close
son,” Gibbs said. “So with that, Ole Miss looks anything like it did enough to it. There will be way
both Corral or Plumlee are both in every game except for Arkansas, more key players missing from
dangerous. I know Corral has I think Ole Miss could blow this competition come Saturday.”

SUDOKU©

Puzzles by KrazyDad
HOW TO PLAY
Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats.

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

NOVICE

Crossword puzzle provided by BestCrosswords.com (www.bestcrosswords.com). Used with permission.
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The case against Kiffin: why he needs
to stop his gambling coaching strategy
JAMES MINZESHEIMER
thedmsports@gmail.com

The Lane Train came rolling into Oxford last December,
but COVID-19 quickly slowed it
down. This season has not been
an easy one across college football, but it has been especially
difficult for the new head coach.
Kiffin is a gambler when it
comes to his coaching style. He
continues to bet and bet and
keeps losing. The SEC is the
dealer, standing by and watching
him lose over and over again.
It is important to recognize
the reality of Kiffin’s and the
Rebels’ situation. Kiffin was not
going to have a traditional recruiting period as he came into
the program only two months
before national signing day. Following that, his spring, summer
and fall camps were all affected
by COVID-19 and the restrictions that resulted from the ongoing pandemic.
To say that Kiffin has had it

rough might be a bit of an understatement. However, he did
decent work to try and drum up
recruits by going to Canada to
recruit linebacker Tavius Robinson, who has played in every
game this season.
Kiffin also secured Otis Reese, a four-star safety who transferred from Georgia. Unfortunately, the SEC has not granted
Reese eligibility, but nevertheless, the recruit was a huge gain
for the Rebels.
Kiffin has done a decent job
with the cards he has been dealt.
Now, onto the negatives.
At the beginning of the season, the Rebels were set to take
on five top-25 opponents, and
the current 1-4 record lowered
expectations.
One of these losses is not on
Kiffin. While the SEC made an
unfortunate mistake in the Auburn game on Saturday by not
closely reviewing a play that
would have given Ole Miss an

eight-point lead, Kiffin made
his fair share of mistakes in that
game as well.
For example, the fake field
goal that resulted in a loss of
four yards and the choice not to
go for the touchdown on fourth
and five at the 50-yard line in the
fourth quarter were uncharacteristic for Kiffin, who is usually
overly aggressive.
Kiffin has also made it clear
that he does not agree with a lot
of what the SEC has done this
season.
After the Auburn game, he
was fined $25,000 for retweeting a tweet that called the SEC
officiating “disgraceful.” He has
continued to joke and antagonize
the SEC by saying he is going to
pay his fine in pennies. Although
comical, this joke has probably not helped him make more
friends among SEC officials.
While the Rebels should
beat Vanderbilt this weekend in
Nashville, everyone knows that

this will be considered
a somewhat successful
season if Kiffin can take
down the Mississippi State
Bulldogs and their new
head coach Mike Leach on
Nov. 28.
Ole Miss is far out of bowl
contention unless the team
can somehow win four of the
five games it has remaining,
one of which is against defending national champions
LSU and another against No.
7 Texas A&M.
Realistically, the Rebels
are on pace to finish 3-7, but
knowing which two games they
might win is anyone’s guess.
Kiffin should be preparing
for the MSU game heavily —
maybe even weeks in advance.
Although he has a tough schedule in front of him, the rivalry
game matters most to the Ole
Miss fan base.
BILLY SCHUERMAN / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
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Ole Miss defense is improving despite hiccups
RUBY DRAAYER

thedmsports@gmail.com

The Ole Miss defense has
been able to show significant
improvement these last few weeks
despite a rocky and disappointing
start.
In the first three games against
Florida, Kentucky and Alabama,
the Rebel defense faced some
of the most talented offenses in
college football and racked up
an average of 641 yards of total
offense per game.
It wasn’t the start that fans
were hoping for — especially
after the Ole Miss offense started
the season by dominating tough
opponents.
Following the season opener
against Florida, head coach Lane
Kiffin didn’t hold back his feelings
about the lack of defense on the
field.
“There are not a lot of positives

BILLY SCHUERMAN / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Tank Bigsby evades a Rebel defender. Ole Miss is 1-4 after allowing an
average of 44 points per game.
to find there,” Kiffin said in a press
conference. “We did almost stop
them on a third down, but then we
roughed the passer, so I was kind

of excited there for a second.”
After going three weeks into
the season with no positive tests,
Ole Miss football announced that
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there were COVID-19 “issues”
among the team with positive
tests and contact tracing. While it
is unclear how many players have
had the virus, the issues seem to
have mostly affected the defense.
Many key defensive players
have been out, including Deane
Leonard,
Jakorey
Hawkins
and Tariqious Tisdale. If they
have been out due to COVID-19
protocols, they should be awaiting
their return this week against
Vanderbilt.
Kiffin announced that veteran
defensive back Jaylon Jones is out
for the year with an upper-body
injury. He has already undergone
surgery and will not be able to
return this season.
Jones was the recipient of
the Chucky Mullins Courage
Award, which is awarded to
an upperclassman player who
embodies the spirit of Ole Miss
legend Chucky Mullins through
grit and perseverance. This will

not be the first time that Jones
has suffered a season-ending
injury. In the first game of the
2018 season, Jones tore his ACL
and was sidelined for the rest of
the year.
With a young defense, losing
a veteran player is never a good
thing. However, in these past two
weeks, the Rebels have been able
to play better, showing significant
defensive improvement against
Arkansas and Auburn.
Ole Miss held the Razorbacks
to 394 yards of offense and forced
two turnovers in pivotal moments
of the game.Auburn showed more
dominance against Ole Miss, but
there was still a lot of improvement
by the defense with 462 yards.
With the Rebels heading to
Nashville this week to take on
Vanderbilt, it will be critically
important for them to find their
rhythm and ensure that they get
the win.
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Life for all is the most
important issue on the ballot

SPENCER HEITMAN
MITCHELL PALMERTREE
thedmopinion@gmail.com

Last week, people fetching
their copy of The Daily Mississippian were greeted on page
10 by the following headline:
“Life is the most important issue on the ballot.” We couldn’t
agree more. The lives of people at the border, the lives of
people with pre-existing conditions,the lives of more than
20,000 Americans predicted to
die of coronavirus by the end
ofNovember and the lives of
people of color threatened by
police and white supremacist
vigilantes are all at stake in this
election. Oddly enough, Lauren
Moses’s article didn’t seem to
advocate for these lives.
In the debate around abortion, the value of life — which is
only considered prior to birth
— is described by single-issue
voters as more important than
issues such as race relations,
policing powers and healthcare. However, this argument

reduces life to a singular idea
which is divorced from these
other issues, thereby failing to
recognize its deep-seated relevancy within all of them.
The crux of the pro-life argument as presented by Republicans is that the Democratic Party is generally more
lenient toward abortion than
the Republican Party, therefore
making Democratic candidates
immoral and unworthy of your
vote.
Barring the realization that
John Bel Edwards — the Louisiana governor who signed off
on one of the most stringent
abortion laws in the country —
is a Democrat, the most noteworthy problem with this argument is its failure to recognize
Republicans’ consistent failures to value life themselves.
How are we, as voters, supposed to believe that Republicans value life when many of
them refuse to say Black lives
matter? Members of the GOP
haven’t acknowledged their
blatant disregard for life on
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these matters, and it’s unlikely
that they will.
The idea that voting Republican will directly translate to
the protection of unborn “life”
by the courts is one which is
often stated assertively, but ultimately, it has no grounding in
reality. Even if we disregard the
fact that a conservative court
decided Roe v. Wade, this assertion still falls short when
considering that the abortion
question is the key piece of political bait used by Republicans
to hold onto the votes of single-issue white Evangelicals.
Without fear-mongering about
Roe v. Wade, what does the Republicanparty have left other
than decades of failed policies
underscored by bigotry and
senselessness? Without the
neon sign of the abortion debate flashing brightly to get the
attention of single-issue voters,
how will the Republican Party
redirect the conversation when
its disregard for life is rightfully called out?
When you cast your bal-

lot, consider life not as an abstract concept unique to the
unborn, but as a value that
must be continually protected
after birth, especially for the
most marginalized. Consider
how normal people might be
affected by underfunded public healthcare systems. Unlike
Donald Trump, not everyone
has the means to receive cutting-edge treatment at Walter
Reed Hospital — made possible by research on cells derived
from an aborted fetus, by the
way — if they contract the coronavirus. Consider how the next
president might respond to the
rampant police brutality exOpinion Policies:

Columns do not represent the views of The University of
Mississippi or The Daily Mississippian. The Daily Mississippian
welcomes letters to the editor, which should be emailed to
dmletters@olemiss.edu. Letters should be no longer than 300
words. They may be edited for clarity, brevity and libel. Thirdparty letters and those with pseudonyms or no name will not be
published. Letters are limited to one per individual per month.
Letters should include contact information, including relationship
to the university, if applicable.
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ercised onto Black and brown
individuals, and unlike the current office-holder, recall that
being a target of violence does
not make one a “thug.” Consider the lives that the Republican
Party will not. If you still believe that the Republican Party
values life, we have one parting
statement for you. It says gullible on the ceiling.
Spencer Heitman is a sophomore public policy leadership, English and philosophy
major from Baton Rouge, La.
Mitchell Palmertree is a senior public policy leadership
and economics major from
Winona.
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MONUMENT

continued from page 1
Mohawk said. “I had to resign
because I hadn’t had enough
time (to retire).”
He said his grandmother was
17 years old when the Confederate monument was erected in
1907. According to Mohawk, the
monument’s location outside the
city’s “place of justice” is a mockery.
“They want to keep their heritage, while they belittle and degrade me,” Mohawk said.
Mohawk was treated as
somewhat of a celebrity amongst

the protestors, who pushed him
to the front of the group photo
after the 5 p.m. bell rang.
Andrea Walker, who has
lived in Lafayette County for 37
years, was among those walking
around the Courthouse chanting
“Take it down” and answering
spectator’s questions.
“Having this (monument)
still placed here at the courthouse is holding on to a relic of
our history that we don’t need to
honor in this way, in this prominent place,” Walker said. “I don’t
feel like Mississippi can cling to
these old relics and move on to
be a state that is progressive.”
Take It Down Oxford, a demographically diverse group of

Oxford residents who want the
statue removed, organized the
protest. Protests kicked up again
this summer when the Lafayette County Board of Supervisors, made up of five white men,
unanimously rejected a proposal
to relocate the Confederate monument.
As the protestors marched
and chanted pedestrians and
drivers on the Square interacted
with the crowd. Some honked,
some spouted racial slurs, some
shouted words of support and
some stopped to debate with the
protestors.
Walker said that several
white people waved their middle fingers at the protesters and

shouted derogatory statements.
She said one elderly man stuck
his tongue out at her.
“We’re standing here with
signs that say ‘Stand on the right
side of history’ and ‘Love thy
neighbor,’ and that’s the reaction
that’s coming,” Walker said.
Mohawk said he only had one
thing to say about the Board of
Supervisors’ decision.
“In the sight of God, (the supervisors) know it’s wrong,” he
said. “You can’t tell me that deep
down in their hearts, they don’t
know that.”
Jonathan Kent Adams, a
2015 UM graduate, got involved
with the movement to relocate
the monument last summer.

Adams said the Confederate
monument could be treated as
a memorial and taken to a cemetery, but should not be exalted
in the distinguished area on the
Square. He said he hopes the Oxford community will stand with
Mohawk and demand a “Square
for everyone.”
“I don’t think we need to celebrate the Confederacy right in
the center of our town,” Adams
said. “As a white person, I don’t
want this here because it offends
my neighbors and also offends
me.”
Until then, the protesters said
the peaceful protests will continue to fight for a Square that welcomes all Mississippians.
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